We know your kids will love these new and upcoming juvenile books!
The missing magic
by Kallie George
Frustrated by a supposed expert on magical animals who joins the
volunteer group and seems little more experienced than herself,
Clover is challenged to team up with the newcomer when Mr.
Jams is called away and the agency's amazing animals begin losing
their magical abilities.

Miracle in Music City
by Natalie Grant
Twins Mia and Maddie and their little sister, Lulu, embark on
another adventure when the main item at a benefit goes missing
in their hometown of Nashville, Tennessee.

Wishing day
by Lauren Myracle
An oldest child in a family steeped in magic makes three wishes
according to a local tradition and wonders about the mother who
disappeared years earlier, a first crush and her chaotic life with
her sisters, aunts and grieving father.

The Bad Guys
by Aaron Blabey
The Bad Guys, Mr. Wolf, Mr. Shark, Mr. Snake, and Mr. Piranha,
want to be heroes, and they decide that the way to do it is free
the 200 dogs in the city dog pound--but their plan soon goes awry.
Coming in December 2016.

Invisible Enemies : Stories of Infectious
Disease
by Jeanette Farrell
A compassionate first book traces the history of seven microbes-smallpox, leprosy, plague, tuberculosis, malaria, cholera, and
AIDS--examining the terror they have created and the drive for
cures by heroic scientists. Coming in December 2016.

Word of mouse
by James Patterson
The illuminating journey of a very special mouse, and the
unexpected friendships he makes along the way. Coming in
December 2016.

Winter Turning
by Tui Sutherland
Daring mission... or deadly mistake? Winter has been a
disappointment to his royal IceWing family his whole life. When his
sister, Icicle, runs away from Jade Mountain Academy, fleeing
terrible crimes and possibly planning to commit more, Winter
knows that they both need a second chance to make things right if only he can find her. Winter's new clawmates, Moon, Qibli, and
Kinkajou, won't let him make this dangerous journey alone. They
don't seem to understand that IceWings, the most superior of all
dragon tribes, can fix their own problems. When their search
leads the dragonets straight into Queen Scarlet's vicious talons,
Winter is grateful to have some help. But even the bravest
dragons can't follow him to the Ice Kingdom, where he'll have to
face the greatest threat of all: his own family. Coming in
December 2016.

Crystal Storm
by Morgan Rhodes
An epic clash between gods and mortals threatens to tear Mytica
apart . . . and prove that not even the purest of love stands a
chance against the strongest of magic.
MAGNUS and CLEO are forced to test the strength of their love
when Gaius returns to Mytica claiming he's no longer the King of

Blood but a changed man seeking redemption.
LUCIA, pregnant with the child of a Watcher, has escaped the
clutches of the unhinged fire god. Her powers are dwindling as
she goes forth to fulfill a prophecy that will keep her baby safe . .
. but could mean her demise.
JONAS treks back to Mytica with a plan to overtake Amara, but
fate takes hold when he runs into the beautiful Princess Lucia
and joins her on her perilous journey.
AMARA has taken the Mytican throne, but with no way to unleash
the water magic trapped within her stolen crystal, she'll never be
able to seize glory and get sweet revenge.
And what kind of darkness will descend--and who will be safe-after Prince Ashur reveals the dangerous price he paid to cheat
death? Coming in December 2016.

Pallas the Pal
by Joan Holub
Pallas, the daughter of Triton and messenger of the sea, enrolls
at Mount Olympus Academy in this twenty-first Goddess Girls
adventure! Coming in December 2016.

Never be without a book you love.
Come to the desk for more great book suggestions!
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